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Microsoft Office 365 is widely used as a business-to-business communication tool. The email, document 

sharing and teamworking features are well known and liked by over 1.2 billion office users and 60 million 

office 365 commercial customers worldwide. Office 365 also offers great flexibility, allowing users to benefit 

from cloud services, accessing emails and files from anywhere. 

Unfortunately, this very flexibility can offer security challenges for some organisations, with the loss of a 

single password or security credential resulting in a major data breach. 

Some organisations choose to implement 2-factor authentication (2FA) as an improvement to the security 

features, however even this is not foolproof. Furthermore, 2FA using techniques such as text-based code 

authentication is seen as an unwieldy restriction and is often disabled for users operating inside a corporate 

office. This in itself can result in significant security weaknesses. 

 

Recognising these weaknesses, a central government department approached CyberHive to design and 

implement a truly secure implementation of Office 365 which overcomes many of the issues associated with 

alternative technologies. Our solution offers a huge number of benefits over other systems, including: 

• Secures all O365 including Sharepoint, Email & Teams 

• Simple to use. Just log on to your PC, insert the dongle and go! 

• Prevents access to Office 365 from the open internet - Secured via IP restrictions 

• Can only connect from machines with a pre-shared VPN key 

• Requires hardware dongle & password to access O365 

• Secure logging of all access events, moved files etc. 

• Protected by CyberHive’s Patented ‘Trusted Cloud’ technology 

To access Office 365, the user must use an endpoint device (e.g. a Laptop) with a valid pre-shared security 

key to connect to a central VPN service. This prevents access to O365 services from any unauthorised 

devices. The connection is established automatically with no need for the user to enter a dedicated VPN 

password. 

Once a connection to the VPN central service has been established, the user requires a dedicated USB 

security key to be connected to their laptop in addition to their central password to connect to O365.  

No single security lapse can result in loss of security of the Office 365 account, since all users require a pre-

approved laptop, a hardware security key and their user password before they can access the system. 
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Figure 1 shows the network architecture which is discussed in the following text: 

Access to Office 365 is controlled by Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD).  This central repository will 

be configured with details of the users along with their access rights within the system and will verify their:  

• username and password   
• YubiKey second factor  

• IP address  

before permitting access to data stored in Office 365.  

The critical cloud servers used to restrict access to the service are protected using CyberHive’s patented 
‘Trusted Cloud’ technology.  
 
A detailed audit trail is central to the design of the system to enable security analysis.  CyberHive deploys 
custom code on a central log collection server.  This will pull logs from Office 365, Azure and all other cloud 
platforms and services and automatically transfer them to AWS S3 storage buckets.  Data in S3 will be 
available for automated analysis by machine learning systems / SIEM etc. 

  

The following logs will be transferred to the AWS S3 Storage buckets:  

• Logs from all AWS services (such as Route 53, administrative changes, details of when VMs such as the 

CA server are turned on etc.)  

• All logs from the VPN gateways servers tracking every VPN connection attempt and VPN usage as well 
as software updates and administrative changes.  

• All logs from Office 365 including:  
• User activity in SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business  
• User activity in Exchange Online (Exchange mailbox audit logging - Mailbox audit logging must be 

turned on for each user mailbox before user activity in Exchange Online will be logged.)  
• Admin activity in SharePoint Online  

• Admin activity in Azure Active Directory (the directory service for Office 365)  
• Admin activity in Exchange Online (Exchange admin audit logging)  

• eDiscovery activities in the security and compliance centre   

  

If data stored in Office 365 is critical to the customer a backup solution can be provisioned for this 

data.  Backed up data will contain the same sensitive information as the master Office 365 system that this 

proposal protects so needs to be implemented carefully.  A secure back up option is beyond the scope of this 

proposal at present.  
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Figure 1 
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Access to Office 365 will only be allowed from two public IP addresses, each IP address belonging to a VPN 

gateway.  Access to Office 365 is further restricted by requiring two factor authentication.  

  

The VPN gateways are shown in Figure 1 and each gateway is provided by a highly available pair of servers.  

The first VPN gateway will be for High Side access from a whitelist of High Side IP addresses.  Connections 

from any other IP addresses will be dropped.  

The second VPN will be permit connections from any IP address other than the High Side list of IP 

addresses.  This will prevent access from a High Side environment accidentally connecting to the other VPN 

gateway.    

VPN access uses a private Certificate Authority and VPN service.  A cloud instance will be hosted on AWS 

and used as a private Certificate Authority.  This will generate certificates for the VPN gateways and for each 

laptop client.  Once these initial certificates have been generated and assigned, the private CA server will 

be manually turned off to reduce the attack surface.   The AWS CloudWatch agent will be used to collect logs 

and metrics from the private Certificate Authority instance to further verify all events. 

The VPN will be configured to require bidirectional authentication based on these certificates, meaning that 

the client must authenticate the server certificate and the server must authenticate the client certificate 

before mutual trust is established.  This aims to prevent man in the middle attacks.  

In the event of hardware loss or theft, the client certificate on the misplaced hardware can be added to a 

certificate revocation list on the VPN gateways preventing the certificate being used for access.   

The system designed by 100 Percent IT uses four t3.small Linux AWS instances running strongSean, two for 

each of the VPN gateways with VRRP between them to create highly available pairs of servers for each 

gateway.  The VPN gateways are secured using CyberHive to prevent un-detected compromise. 

It has the benefits that there are no additional costs per user for scaling to the anticipated number of users 

and no cost penalty if users leave idle connections open.  Scaling far beyond 20 users may require 

the instance size to be increased above t3.small. 

The VPN gateways will also listen for SSH traffic for management access.  The SSH port will only accept 

connections from a whitelist of management IP addresses and will only accept key-based authentication. 

The AWS CloudWatch agent will be used to collect logs and metrics from the VPN gateways. 

The VPN gateways will be installed, configured and updated using Ansible scripts.  This gives guaranteed 

consistency of configuration, removes the need for manual changes on the servers and allows for rapid re-

deployment in the event of a server failure. 

The EBS disks that the servers use will be encrypted using the AWS Key Management Service. 
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The critical cloud servers, including VPN access points which are used to prevent unauthorised access to 

Office365 are protected using CyberHive’s patented ‘Trusted Cloud technology.  

The technology employed is a cutting edge approach called distributed hardware-backed whitelisting. Every 

few seconds, each critical server generates an audit list of all programmes and configuration running on the 

server. This list is digitally signed using a cryptographically secure hardware module. This audit data is then 

sent to three or more verification servers where it will be cross-checked against a previously generated and 

signed whitelist. Even a single line of unauthorised code will be instantly detected and flagged, allowing our 

security team to stop an attack in its tracks. 

 

The Office 365 Business Premium package is standard for this solution as it meets the needs of providing 

desktop and cloud versions of Outlook, Word, Excel, PowerPoint and OneNote along with hosted Exchange 

and SharePoint.  

Two additional packages from Microsoft are used in addition to Office 365 Business Premium – Azure AD 

Premium P1 and Office 365 Advanced Threat Protection. 

Azure AD provides resilient active directory services but the version available with Business Premium does 

not permit conditional access restrictions such as source IP address.  The Azure AD Premium P1 package 

provides this extra functionality.  The system will also be configured to require two factor authentication, to 

block any protocols which do not support this in Office 365 (such as IMAP) and to only allow connections 

from the IP addresses of the VPN gateways. 

Office 365 Advanced Threat Protection checks email attachments and links for malware, blocks malicious 

files in SharePoint online, and attempts to detect phishing attacks and spoofed emails. 

 

Two factor authentication is achieved using YubiKeys (version 5) to act as the second factor for two 

factor authentication.  Whilst it would be possible to store VPN certificates on the YubiKey our design 

purposefully does not do this to ensure diverse storage of the two authentication mechanisms (VPN 

certificate and Office 365 second factor).  

 

This Secure Office 365 proposal generates an archive of logs from the various components of the solution 

which are stored in AWS S3. If required, the customer can feed these logs into a SIEM platform configured to 

raise alerts to a Security Operations Centre.  

 


